
Request for ability to talk to Critical Infrastructure and Strategic Infrastructure 

Definitions in the upcoming Stage 2 and 3 Definitions Hearings 

 

Introduction 

1. My Name is David LAWRY I have already submitted to Chapter 6 and the Stage 2 and 3 

Definitions Chapter. I am now seeking leave to be allowed to submit to the panel in the 

upcoming hearing into the proposed definitions of ‘Critical Infrastructure’ and ‘Strategic 

Infrastructure’ and to bring to the Panel’s attention some difficulties I have already experienced 

in relation to the ‘Airport Purposes’ definition that I proposed in my initial submissions in 2015. 

2. I have a live proposal relating to the definition Airport Purposes which is not shown by CCC on 

its Comprehensive Revised Proposal list of definitions at all. I queried the absence of the ‘Airport 

Purposes definition from this list to Alice Sinclair in the attached email. 

3. Her attached email reply is that the Revised Comprehensive Proposal is used to show the 

Council’s position. It does not include a definition for the term ‘airport purpose’ as it continues 

to be the council’s position that this definition is not required. 

4. The brief background to the ‘airport purposes’ definition was that my original submission in 

October 2014 at Page 11 indicated that it had to be defined before the Chapter one Designation 

matters were determined. This request was ignored and resulted in a scheduling error that the 

IHP has accepted was of their doing. The result has been that the designation matters have been 

heard and decided on already. 

5. I refer the panel to the Designation Issue paper outlining all the facts and my assertion that the 

Dakota Park Designation could not be simply rolled over as asserted by counsel for CCC and CIAL 

as it had lapsed. The secluding error led me to miss the Designation Hearing. That panel never 

got to consider the matters raised and rolled over the designation on the dishonest advice made 

to them that there were no legal impediments for them to do so.  

6. I would have hoped that some learning from that error would have at least resulted in Council 

including the ‘airport purposes definition’ into the Comprehensive Revised proposal list as being 

an issue that existed and was not being ignored by Council but that was not agreed with by 

Council.  

7. The list is hardly comprehensive if it excludes an issue that is live. 

8. Counsel for CIAL has already tried to have the definition excluded and this was rejected by the 

IHP Chair. 

9. Council for CIAL refused mediation, therefore the matters in contention have been unable to be 

narrowed, as I made clear I was willing to do.  

10. I have outlined the facts and I submit the ‘airport purposes’ definition should be included into 

the currently non-comprehensive list showing my submitter number and position and then CCC 

opposition, but not simply ignored.  

11. The Panel already has before it a large number of examples indicating conflicts of interest in 

which CCC considers land planning controls and rules that enable CIAL. They talk to the lack of 



objective decision making and consideration of alternatives that so often have resulted in the 

approval of extreme and favourable land planning outcomes for CIAL and extreme adverse land 

planning controls and activity avoidance intents on adjacent land owners. ( i.e. the (50dBA 

contour and proposed new noise sensitive new activity avoidance rule based on the reverse 

sensitivity argument that has been the subject of expert testing in Chapter Six.) 

12. It is not my intention to repeat those matters. I submit to the panel that the matters of concern 

given to you in my evidence for the Airport Purposes definition, are of such number and 

seriousness, as to allow the Panel to take them into consideration, in assessing and weighting 

the motivations, behaviours and validity of my assertion that there has been and is a lack of 

objective consideration of proposals submitted by land owners living adjacent to Christchurch 

International Airport, by CCC. This lack of objectivity and questioning of CIAL led proposals, 

supporting data, requested word changes and definition changes is endemic.    

13. I submit that CCC’s continued refusal to even add the ‘airport definition to the list of matters 

under consideration, is yet another example of CCC ignoring submitters.  

14. That Council continues to believe a definition for ‘airport purposes’, is not required, in the 

knowledge that CIAL is a major property development company earning more from those 

activities than its core aviation activities is interesting. When the fact that CIAL has requiring 

authority status and can seek to take land by compulsion for ‘airport purposes’ as a possible 

outcome, which it has in these hearings, then Council’s position that no ‘airport purposes’ 

definition is required lacks the very objective thinking I have alluded to and exhibits the conflict 

of interest theme presented. 

15. CIAL have also sought to be consented exemptions to signage form rules submitting that its 

‘airport purposes’ needs are of such import that the Panel should allow them more and larger 

signs than anyone else. These issues will all be for the Panel to consider in the upcoming 

hearing. 

 I will now turn to the proposed definition for Critical Infrastructure and Strategic Infrastructure. The 

below definitions have copied from the Council’s list. 

Critical infrastructure 1 means infrastructure necessary to provide services which, if interrupted, 

would have a serious effect on the communities within the Christchurch District and which would 

require immediate reinstatement. This includes any structures that support, protect or form part of 

critical infrastructure. Critical infrastructure includes: 1. This definition was amended by the 

Independent Hearing Panel's Decision 6, but may be further amended as part of the Panel's decision on 

the Stage 1 Definitions Proposal. Definitions Chapter 2 - Comprehensive Revised Proposal –16 March 

2016 Page 29 of 118 a. Christchurch International Airport; b. Lyttelton Port of Christchurch; c. Gas 

storage and distribution facilities; d. Electricity sub-stations, networks and distribution installations, 

including the electricity distribution network; e. Supply and treatment of water for public supply; f. 

Storm water and sewage disposal systems; g. Telecommunications and radio communications 

installations and networks; h. Strategic road and rail networks (as defined in the Canterbury Regional 

Land Transport Strategy); i. Petroleum storage and supply facilities; j. Public health care facilities, 



including hospitals and medical centres; k. Emergency service facilities; and l. New Zealand Defence 

Force facilities. [Decision 16, 07-03-2016]  

Strategic infrastructure means those necessary infrastructure facilities, services and installations 

which are of greater than local Definitions Chapter 2 - Comprehensive Revised Proposal –16 March 

2016 Page 103 of 118 importance, and includes infrastructure that is nationally significant. Explanatory 

note The following are non-exclusive examples of strategic infrastructure: a. strategic transport 

networks; b. Christchurch International Airport; c. Lyttelton Port of Christchurch; d. bulk fuel supply and 

storage infrastructure including terminals, wharf lines and pipelines; e. defence facilities; f. strategic 

telecommunication and radiocommunication facilities; g. the National Grid; and h. public water supply, 

wastewater and stormwater networks and associated facilities. [Decisions 1 and 64 , Independent 

Hearings Panel] [Decision 16, 07-03-2016] 

Strategic and Critical Infrastructure Definition points 

 

1. The issue I have is that both definitions simply include Christchurch International Airport in its 

entirety as both Critical and Strategic. There is no objective consideration as to what specific 

infrastructure facilities, services and installations are to be made critical and strategic. 

2. For example, is it really intended by the drafting Council member that the ability for passengers 

entering or leaving the Gateway to Christchurch to purchase a part for his or her tractor from 

‘Landpower’ an airport infrastructure facility is to be given the status of critical or strategic 

infrastructure? 

3. Landpower, a farm implement sales company, was deemed to have sufficient airport purposes 

linkage to be consented due to the fact that it used the same mail and courier system provided 

by CIAL. It occupies land that was required by CIAL, originally for the building of new runways to 

enable planes to roll up under their own power to air freight and air mail facilities that have 

never been built. This Independent Hearings Commissioner’s decision was one of the reasons 

that PC84 came into being due to concerns by some at Council that such approvals were 

contrary to the airport purposes requirements of activities that could be allowed on that land 

and that the zone consenting rules was being used as a way around that issue. 

4. Is it really the Council’s position, that passengers must be able to purchase a McDonalds 

hamburger from the airport outlet or a flavoured milk from Countdown before they get to, or 

have left from the Gateway to Christchurch, and that it is critical and of strategic importance 

that this be enabled? 

5. On Wednesday the 16th of March 2016 the panel of Chapter Six Hearings, witnessed the CIAL 

counsel, Appleyard cross examining Darryl Millar. (I refer the panel to that transcript)Millar was 

under oath and giving evidence on behalf of the University of Canterbury. He was cross 

examined about, what he stated he thought, were confidential discussions between himself and 

Mathew Bonis from CIAL. These related to CIAL’s requirement of the University to supply to CIAL 

their property development strategic plan, and all of the new activities they intended to develop 

under that part of the 50DbA contour  that their campus is affected by. 



6. The purpose being that CIAL desired, in their assumed governance roll of all development under 

the 50dBA, even in the absence of any such rule, to decide which of those activities it was 

prepared to do a deal about and approve, and which it would inflict the transactional costs to 

the University in order to gain resource consent. 

7. Yet another example of CIAL’s bullying manner has been exhibited. 

8. I submit that an objective non conflicted Council would be subjecting CIAL to the same level of 

interrogation, requiring they identify the specific necessary infrastructural facilities, services and 

installations which are of greater than local Definitions Chapter 2.( With respect to strategic 

infrastructure definition. 

9. The resulting lists would then provide the clarity demanded by the OIC and determine what is 

critical and strategic. The likely outcome would be a list of the core aviation linked operational 

‘airport purposes’ facilities services and installations distinct from the property development 

activities which are no more strategic and critical than any other farm machinery sales business 

in the country. 

10. The same applies for the ‘critical infrastructure’ definition. Council’s objective questioning of 

CIAL would result in a list of the core aviation services that if interrupted would require 

immediate reinstatement. I suspect most of CIAL’s property development side services when 

objectively assessed would not be on that list. 

11. Council needs direction it seems, to recognise that the entire Airport is neither critical nor 

strategic and that lists of what is and is not critical and strategic need to be determined in order 

to provide clarity and certainly to rein in CIAL’s behaviours if such clarity was not provided. 

12. The same argument applies to the Lyttelton Port. 

13.  The relief sort is that both definitions should contain an agreed list of the specific infrastructural 

facilities, services and installations that are sought to be made strategic and that are so critical 

as to require immediate reinstatement should the need arise. Further that this list must 

objectively differentiate the aviation business from the property development and management 

business. I seek the panels direction to have these lists developed and independently scrutinized 

in a manner that ensures objectivity in the decision making relating to wait is accepted on the 

list and rejected. 

 

D.M. LAWRY 

 

 

  

 


